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No longer tasked with merely containing and keeping track of costs,   
modern finance departments are expected to provide data-driven insights and 
forward-looking guidance, work with lines of business to intelligently identify 
problems and opportunities, and improve operational excellence. As Chief Financial 
Officers (CFOs) respond to finance departments’ evolution from classic governance 
roles to true business enablers within the enterprise, they must also manage the  
day-to-day challenges of pushing new accounting standards into legacy systems, 
deal with the complexities associated with acquisitions, and meet increasing 
expectations to close and to provide accurate and reliable financial reporting more 
quickly and efficiently. 

In order to effectively respond to these increasing pressures, CFOs need to look 
towards modern technology that provides better, smarter functionality than 
what is offered by legacy on-premise systems. With advanced functionalities 
like automated processes and embedded real-time analytical, mobile, and social 
capabilities, modern finance solutions enable today’s finance departments to 
increase efficiency and more strategically engage with all aspects of the business. 

Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite – A finance 
solution fit for today’s requirements

Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Cloud: Financials Suite is an end-to-end 
modern finance solution designed  
to help today’s finance departments respond to growing expectations and 
create value within the enterprise. Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite automates, 
streamlines and controls financial processes to reduce costs, simplify controls, 
increase productivity and improve business decisions. It includes cloud services, 
mobile integration, embedded social functionality, native business intelligence 
and a modern user interface to increase the efficacy of decision-making and drive 
innovation. Its broad suite of capabilities include general ledger, accounts payable, 
accounts receivable, fixed assets, expenses, collections, and cash management as 
well as centralized accounting, tax, payment, and intercompany engines.  
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Key features Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite

“Own-your-own-
reporting” 
feature with 
easy-to-use, 
self-service, 
real-time and 
on-demand 
capabilities

Instant decision 
support with 
automatic 
exception alert 
monitoring and 
embedded, 
real-time 
intelligence

Globally 
applicable, 
enterprise-scale 
platform with 
unparalleled 
processing 
speeds, 
country-specific 
localizations and 
local support

Sophisticated 
and simple user 
interface and 
role 
information-bas
ed dashboards 
that deliver from 
multiple tasks to 
simplify work 

Fast 
collaborative 
close with 
on-demand close 
status 
notifications, 
close predictions 
and embedded 
social networks

Touchless 
transactions with 
imaging integration 
for supplier 
invoices, character 
recognition, 
automated 
workflow speeds, 
document scanning, 
extensive 
spreadsheet 
integration across 
multiple 
finance functions
and streamlined 
configuration 
templates

And because it can be deployed in the Cloud, offered on-premise as Oracle 
ERP Cloud: Financials Suite, or can even be run in conjunction with your current 
financials platform, this solution is adapted for all business needs. Affordable, easy 
to implement and simple to manage, it allows finance departments to simplify 
technical requirements and business processes, thereby reducing costs and freeing 
up resources to focus on adding value across the enterprise. 

Capgemini’s iUnify Cloud: Integrated Methodology 
for Proven and Accelerated Cloud Transformation

Capgemini can help you move away from ineffective legacy systems by adopting 
Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite to quickly realize the benefits of modern finance. 
We do this through iUnify Cloud, our accelerated program for implementing Oracle 
ERP Cloud: Financials Suite for true and timely business transformation. It leverages 
our experience with the Cloud, partnership with Oracle, and implementation 
experience in the areas of Oracle Fusion Middleware, Oracle On Demand, and 
other software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions to speed you to the business value of 
Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite. And because we recognize that business process 
optimization is just as important as technical capability in achieving business goals, 
iUnify Cloud also draws on the strength of our global Business Process Creation and 
Business Process Management practices. 

If you would like to adopt this as an on-premise solution, Capgemini works with you 
to ensure deployment is fast, efficient, and low-risk.
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Business Process Management: the 
key to growth and innovation

We believe that your finance department is only as good  
as the business processes behind it. With support from a meaningful business 
process management (BPM) framework, finance can become a true foundation 
for innovation and growth within any organization. This is why Capgemini brings 
deep BPM and sector knowledge to every implementation of Oracle ERP Cloud: 
Financials Suite. 

With a base in highly configurable, adaptable, and intelligent business processes, 
Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite allows you to streamline, optimize, and modify 
your financial business processes according to your business needs for fast, agile 
decision-making – even when those needs change. We work with you to take 
advantage of this agility and design your business processes for maximum impact, 
whether that means starting small and gradually building up or doing a complete 
re-design from the very beginning. 

As your business needs change, your business processes also need to evolve and we 
ensure that you are future-ready with a full package of integrated business process 
support. Capgemini combines BPM excellence with significant domain knowledge, 
change management skills and specialized cloud orchestration abilities to ensure 
that Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite becomes a foundation for innovation and 
growth for the long term.

Leverage the Cloud to realize true business value

For Capgemini, focusing on business needs is the key to unlocking any technology 
and this holds true for Cloud solutions like Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite. In 
Capgemini’s view, Cloud is not just a technology issue; rather, it’s an opportunity for 
businesses to truly transform the way they work and even embrace new commercial 
models for growth. It is why we have been a pioneer in helping enterprises exploit 
all of the benefits and business change brought on by the Cloud, why we are a 
founding and proactive member in Oracle’s Cloud Advisory Committee and why 
we are committed to helping organizations make the most of Oracle ERP Cloud: 
Financials Suite. We understand how crucial it is that the power of Cloud solutions 
be realized without additional complexity and risk to the management agenda, and 
as a Cloud Orchestrator, we aim to help enterprises navigate the quickly-evolving 
landscape of Cloud without getting lost or following ineffective routes.

Partners in business transformation

With over 15,200 Oracle expert consultants worldwide, more than 650 trained 
specialists across Oracle Cloud Applications around the world, and deep industry, 
Cloud and business process expertise, Capgemini stands ready  
to help any enterprise realize the business value of Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials 
Suite, no matter the size, sector or business requirements. Capgemini’s Oracle 
practice has been delivering enterprise-scale engagements on every continent, for 
every type of business for many decades, and with our global delivery centers and 
the Capgemini Rightshore® Distributed Delivery Framework ensuring that we work 
within optimal cost models.
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Not only are we Platinum-level partners and founding members of Oracle’s Cloud 
Advisory Committee, we were also selected for the Oracle Fusion Applications 
Beta program and have been participating in product testing and development 
from the very beginning. With our Oracle Center of Excellence and Oracle 
Solution Center, we create valuable solutions built on Oracle technology, develop 
repetitive and common functionality to increase time-to-value and build Capgemini 
Intellectual Property.

We are confident that leveraging this experience and expertise, we can help any 
organization modernize their finance departments and realize the true value Oracle  
ERP Cloud: Financials Suite has to offer based on specifi c business requirements.

Capgemini’s iUnify Cloud approach 
for Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials 
Suite INTEGRATED. Our integrated 
approach starts with a candid 
assessment of how Cloud can fit into 
your organization, includes advice on 
best scope and deployment options 
and helps you make the right decision 
for your business.

METHODOLOGY Capgemini’s 
Collaborative Business Experience™ 
guarantees a people-centered 
approach to technology and a 
collaborative culture conducive 
to accuracy and successful Cloud 
transformation. Proprietary 
collaborative tools like our Accelerated 
Solutions Environment (ASE) facilities 
make collaboration easy, and offerings 
like our Application Lifecycle Services 
help you look at the bigger picture.

PROVEN Capgemini’s tried-and-
tested implementation methodology 
offered in partnership with Oracle 
is based on over a decade of global 
Oracle application implementation 
experience and deep, industry-
specific knowledge for business-
process modeling to help you realize 
actionable business solutions.

ACCELERATED Capgemini-developed 
toolsets and processes enable our 
global consulting team to apply 
industry best practices and standards 
to minimize risk, configuration effort, 
and customization. 

CLOUD Capgemini has made large 
investments in Oracle Centers of 
Excellence that focus  
on Cloud adoption and produce 
proprietary Intellectual Property and 
solutions designed to reduce risk 
while increasing speed of delivery and 
business value for Cloud adoption.

TRANSFORMATION Our consulting 
teams and technical resources 
help you realize the business 
transformation potential of Oracle 
Cloud Application and achieve 
actionable business-driven solutions.
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About 
Capgemini

A global leader in consulting, technology services and digital 
transformation, Capgemini is at the forefront of innovation to 
address the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the evolving 
world of cloud, digital and platforms. Building on its strong 50-year 
heritage and deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini enables 
organizations to realize their business ambitions through an array 
of services from strategy to operations. Capgemini is driven by 
the conviction that the business value of technology comes from 
and through people. It is a multicultural company of 200,000 team 
members in over 40 countries. The Group reported 2017 global 
revenues of EUR 12.8 billion.

Visit us at  

www.capgemini.com/oracle

For more details contact:

Jane Arnold Hommet 
Director EMEA 
Global Oracle Alliance  
jane.arnold-hommet@capgemini.com

Victor Jimenez  
Director North America & APAC
Global Oracle Alliance    
victor.jimenez@capgemini.com
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